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Participation Is Key To C
By MARY JEAN BAXLEY
New8 Edltn..
Participation by all or almost all of Coastal Carolina's students
w'lI be the key to success when Coastal implements the computer
assistance registration (CAR) Nov. 1.
Coastal has been chosen as the model for the U.S.c. system to
use the C.A.R. system for spring registration. We are the only
campus (other than Columbia) to register by computer.
"From Nov. 1 - 22. students should pick up schedules from the
admissions office ... Marsh Meyers, admissions director, said.
This will jZive students three weeks to consult their advisors
cConcerning course selections.

The CAR ~)tem has se eral advantage. It will tot all
eliminate registration lines. The bulk of registration will be
handled b mail. Only those students who do not participate in
the CAR system will have to take part in regular registration,
accordingtoMeyeres.
.. Another definite advantage will be the fact that this program
will sea! l'h out additional compatibal r ;ections in the event of a
closed section." Meyers added.
"The fact that students will have three weeks time to elect
their schedule and to approve it is to the students advantage."
Myers said.

SGAMeets
By SUSAN COOKE
Staff Reporter
The Student Government Association (SGA) got down to
business on Oct. 17 and Oct. 24. Noting the poor atendanee at
the Oct. 17 meeting. Robert Drda SGA. President said he hoped
attendance would improve in the future. Michelle Avant
proposed a "no-attendance, no-vote" rule: Tim" Meacham
proposed that SGA hold money for allocations until clubs
attended Oil a regular basis. It was decided that clubs would have
to attend at least half of the meetings to have voting privileges. A
proposal of fining clubs for poor attendance was also introduced.
When a vote was taken the results were: four in favor, three
against. and two abstentions. Clubs will be given two weeeks
proba:lon prior to losing privileges or money.
In response to USC President Holderman's statement that
'dorms at Coastal would not be constructed, Greg Hartline. SGA
Vice-president, is writing a letter to the SGA at Columbia to ~~
how they feel about Coastal getting dorms. The Chanticleer
plans to run a survey regarding dorms. and the SGA and Young
Democrats will circulate petitions.
In the Oct. 24 meeting. Roben Drda announced that the
Physkal Education Majors (PEM) Oub will hold a bonfire and
pep. rally Nov. 18. in conjunction with a fish fry sponsored by
Society of Undersea World (SUW), to show suppon for the
basketball team before its first game. If the administration gives
its approval. the Business Oub will sponsor a beer bust.
Tim Meachem announced that The Chanticleer will probably
print a survey regarding dorms in the nest issue: due to
1mpending deadlines it may not appear until the second issue in
Novem ber. PEM and Young Democrats will proceed with
petitions and as discussed at the last meeting and may send a
delegation to USC with the petitions.
Darle~e Steven~.SGA treasurer. asked what groundwork had
been laId for dorms by previous SGAs; Al Poston. Student
Activities Director. explained that Bob Loyd. last year·s·SGA
president. had taken the matter to the Higher Education
Commission. which agree with the idea. but no action was taken.
Poston suggested that Robert Drda talk to Dr. Singleton. before
taking apy funher action.
Competition between clubs is a problem. John Wilson said
Afro-Am would work with PEM on the proposed pep rally. for
which SGA agreed to provide publicity. Norm Evans suggested
orne sort of interclass activity; Susan Kennedy proposed a
competition between classes regarding game attendance. Some
members felt that clubs. rather that classes. should compete.
since there is often some doubt as to a person's class rank.
Extensive discussion on whether to have a contest between
classes or clubs followed. Patrice Boyd moved that a vote be
taken. and the motion was seconded by Darlene Stevens. Results
of the vote were: seven for class competition. four for club
competition. and five conscientious objections. Linda Brandfass
and Tim ,Meacham felt that the competition would not boost
attendance.
Al Poston said that Campus Union is planning a disco to be
held at the Electric Circus after the first game. Bob Drda asked
for a vote whether to have the aforementioned beer bust
before/after the game. Results of the vote were: ten in favor of
holding the beer bust after the game. one in favor of holding it
before. Discussion followed as to whether the disco should be
held at the Circus or at Coastal. and whether to hold it Nov. 19.
rather than Oct. 18. Poston suggested that since the
Carolina-Clemson game is Nov. 19, the disco should be held
Friday night. Also. due to the difficulty in getting beer on
campus. and in order not to damage the floor of the gym for
Saturday's game, the disco will take place at the Electric Circus
as planned. Soft drinks and fish will he served prior to the game.
which will be followed by the beer bust and disco.

e

Who
By MAR JE
BAXLE
ew FAttt.r
Problem have developed in
determining who should do the
renovation to the old library.
Bids were opened Oct. 27,
and
Garris
Construction
Company of Lake City was the
apparent 10 bidder accordin
to Dr. E.M. Singleton, Coastal
Carolina College president.
Garris Construction had a bid
of $304.000. Ho ever, Baldwin
Construction Compan of Nort
Mynle Beach as the second
apparent)o
bidder at

$310.000.
Eadt bidder was request~ to

....., .......... " Belt .A I.......

•

Who's Who
By DOUGLAS SMITH
sa.If RI ...fer
The 1977-78 members of
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and
Colleges were selected in
October.
Students named this year
from Coastal are: Paul Braunbeck. Deborah Byrd. Deborah
Benetato, Patrice Boyd, Robert
Drda. Russel Fowler. Betty
Godbolt. Beverly Hardgrove.
Susan Kennedy, Tim Meacham.
Sylvia Vaughn, Frankie Squires,
Winifride Richardson, and Rick

WaD.
The student affairs committee
sent out applications to all
upperclassmen who meet the
minimum requirements. From
the returned forms the students
were evaluated with regard to
their academic achievement,
service to the community,
Jeadership in extracurricular
activities and future potential.
They'll join an elite group of
students selected from more
than 1.000 institutions of higher
learning in all SO states, the
District of Columbia and several
foreign nations.

Kennedy To Head
Commencement
By MARY JEAN BAXLEY
ewsEdJtor

The 1977-78 commencement committee was announced Oct.
25 by Dr. E.M. Singleton. Su an Kennedy, senior elas
president. will be the chairperson.
Member of the committee are: Bill Baxley, Jim B aty Jim
Branham. Patsy Candal. Jeanne Casey. Carolyn Cox. Robert
EI ington. Mack Sarvis. Lynne Smith and Kennedy.
The first committee meeting has been scheduled for ov. 3 at
12:30 P.M.
Coastal Carolina students will graduate on May 6 at 10:30
A.M. aCt ording to Singleton.
The commencement committee will wor
together to
coordinate all phases of the graduation.

submit a complerioll date with
their bid. This could be the
determiain factor in
hich
company ultimatel sets the
bid .
Baldwin ConstnactioD Com·
pany promised to complete the
renovations in 1 days. Garri
Construction Compuay promise
ed completion in 270 days.
lt has been learned that the
administration leans to ard
lenin
the bid to Bakhrin
because of the shorter nme of
completioa. The facility 1$
needed as quickly as possible
accordin& to Singleton.
.. At present, the dean of
academic affairs i housed in a
mobile unit. Dr. Stanton and hi
staff' need need and deserve a
suite of offices, .. ingleton said.
"Upon completion of the
reno ation • thi will be the
most attractive office complex
on campus," Singleton said.
It will be the first time in
Coastal Carolina' hi tory that

pan
contract.
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OPINIONS

From The Editor

BeSeenAnd
Not Heard
Since the Student Government Association
(SGA) has met several times this year, we can
now evaluate their performance.
1. SGA has started on the wrong track by
scheduling campus activities such as bonfires,
beer busts, etc. This is clearly a Campus Union
function - specified in the student handbook.

2. SGA needs Roberts Rules of Order. In the
SGA constitution by-laws section (article 7) it is
stated that these rules of parliamentary
procedure should be followed. Many SGA
officers were out of line. Much to our happiness
the secretary of SGA, Patrice Boyd, blurted out,
"We have got to have Roberts Rules or
something. I can't even take notes!" Thank you
Patrice.
3. '!'he dormitory issue, which The Chanticleer
feels is most important, was only briefly
discussed.
If it appears ~hat the meeting was a disgrace,

it was. Bob Drda, president of SGA, is not to
blame. We have a feeling that he was "pushed"
into the position. Remeber last soring Drda won
the election by default. B~s14es, h.e has shown
willingness to listen to any iedas submitted to
him.
Frankly, The Chanticleer feels that too many
SGA officers are "Hot-doggin" it. SGA
meetings are being used as an obstacle for the
attention-getters. For all those officers that are
using the meeting for this purpose, please
remember that "Children are to be seen and not
heard!"

Selections Need Revision
The students have been selected for Who's
Who among American Colleges and Universities. Now that the list is out let us turn our
tliscussion to the selection process. The students
are selected by the student affairs committee, a
group COlllV08~U Ul several students (SUA
executive officers, class presidents) and faculty.
•

I

•

This committee needs to be revised. In a small
college like Coastal, it's impossible not to allow
personalities to- infiltrate the selection process.
We suggest the Coastal choose community
leaders, possibly from the Higher Education
Commision, to have final say in the matter. Also
the question, "What do you plan to do with your
life?" should be eliminated from the application.
This auestion simply asks the applicant to
submit a variety of rhetoric (Le. "B.S.")

To The Editor

Coast~ Starves Students
It has for some time been
apparent tha the food services
on campus at Coastal are
somewhat less than adequate. It
seems that a reasonable meal at
a reasonable price is no more
than a dream to us. We are
offered two ways to battle the
pangs of hunger: The high
priced grease at CINO's, the
hit-and-miss vending machines
of the athletic department, or
the sure death of brown-baggin
it and letting that .sandwich .
cook in the sun in your car for a
few hours before you ingest it.
After a year and a half at this
institution, I have still not hit on
a sure-fire plan for survival.
CINO's offers a fair variety of
food with what they have to
work with; unfortunately, you
must share it with a host of flies.
:--:.. the flies don't come in

through the open windows. You
can be asssured of that since the
ambience of the eatery is
somewhat akin to that of a
greasy sauna. The windows are
closed and will remain that way
at all times as the health
department will not permit the
windows to be open where food
is being served. As to whose
responsibility it is to provide
screens, I'm not sure. A
refreshing glass of tea, _or
iemon4ade woulo
:' certainly
fight the heat, but all you can
get at CINO's is a styrofoam cup
of flavored ice.
As for the machines on
campus. my experience with
them has been somewhat
analogous to one-arm bandits.
You feed the machines money,
and, on occaasion, they give you
somethin~ to eat or drink in

You Are Paying
For It -So Get It!
Coastal Carolina spends a total of S8,OOO per semester on
entertainment for you - the stud~n~ .. Campus Union is alloted 32
percent of the total student actIVItIes budget.
Wake up people! That 32 percent comes out of your pocket! If
you are a full time student, you pay $25 per semester for student
activities.
Now it seems to me tha~ if all you people are paying good
money for activities. you culd show a little more interest in what
goes on at this college! As a student. you are automatically
considered a member of the student union. But out of an
enrollment of 1,600, only 20 students are actively involved in the
union. What about the rest of you?
Most of you don't even attend the functions and events that
your money is paying for!
As an active member of Student Union, I find you:- lack of
interest. enthusiasm, school spirit and participation disgusting
whn .flaced in comparison with the caliber of students enrolled
here! You do have vo"ice "in what goes on here - use it!!
Sincerely
Donna Newman
Campus Union member and Chatic1eer staff reporter

return. And if you're really
lucky, it's the same as the
selection y~u pushed. There
have been many times I would
have liked to speak with
someone in the athletic department about a possible refund,
but it's rat~er hard to run across
campus and seek someone out
between classes. over a candy
bar.
As for the possiblities of
brown-bagging. the only thing
that seems to retain its shape
and be still somewhat recognizable after a long stay in the
car is peanut butter and jelly.
and the palate can stand just so
much of that.
Oh. please Mr. Crock. won't
you see fit to put one of your
McDonalds nearby. so that we'll
have to worry about is becoming
embalmed alive by soy and
chemical presevatives!
Sincerely.
Robert Vachon

Letters
Policy
Letten pertaining to Iny
sublect for dlscUlilon Ir.
welcomed by The CnantletHr,
but the editors reserve the right
to relect any letter that we
consider In obvious distaste or
particularly offensive to a group
or Individual. Also, The
Chanticleer reserves the right to
edit because of space .
All 'etters must be placed In Ihe
editor's mailbox in the student
publications room In the Student
Union Building. They must be
typed on I 60 spaced line and
triple spaced. A name must be
submitted, with II phone number,
If IVllllble. W. will wlthold
nam.s If. In the opinion of the
.dltors. there II Justlfllbl.
..,.'_••
IIO_n_._ _ _ _ _ _ _...""

·Qt~e <lLhanticl,er
c-..c......c...
••0."271
c.....r.LC. . .

Editor .. __ ............... _.................. Tim Meacham
Associate Editor .. _........... _............ SUfWI Kennedy
News Editor ......... _................ - . Mary Jean Baxley
Feature Editor .. _..............•...... _..... __ . Us. Berry
Sports Edltor ...•........................ Werren Sessions
Layout Editor .. _........................... Cindy 8eudsley
Advisor ........................ - . - ...... Dr. Sally Z. HIU'e
Typist ...... _....... _.. - .... - . - ... _. __ .. Lest. Sue Hardee
KlmJOhD80D
Wendy Lam I
Judy Simmons
Photographers . _.... _............... _.. _.... Marci. Miller
Doug Smith
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Our Environment

Makeshift Reefs Late t nnovatzo
worth~ hile task. When the obstacles came in contact
uh the
sea floor fish were immediatel attracted to the man ere rice
pro\ ided. The e thousands of hiding place gave the fish home
and the anglers a reliable fi hing area.
Scuba divers also benefit greatly from the reefs. Gamefish
such as sheephead and padefi h, provide ea . targets for the
diver pear while angler on the udace find it more difficult to
land such species. Diver are also able to enjoy the physical
apperance of these reefs. Old ships and tires rna not look ery
attractive on dry land, but when iewed on the ocean floor with
the hundreds of life forms about, thses sunken crap heaps take
on the appearance of underwater gardens .
A newer technique used in increasing fish population in a
given area is the midwater to sudace reef. This fish-attracting
device consists of eight tires sonnected with a steel cable, a five
hundred pound block on one end and a fifty pound freon buoy on
the surface end. Thirty of these units are set up in pairs to create
a trawling alley. Fishing results from around these obstructions
have been absolutely remarkable.

By ROBERT GOOTMAN
Staff Reporter

Most anyone who has e er dived, fished or sailed the southern
Florida coastal wates will agree that reefs enhance all of these
activities. Unlike the productive southern continental shelf, the
South Carolina ocean bottom is found to be almost barren of any
natural formation. In the 1960's, S.c. environmentalists
recognized the need for increased local fish populations and
began the experiament of artificial reefs.
. The first technique used was the construction of bottom reefs.
These obstructions consisted mainly of bailed tires, steel
shipwrecks and other variious hulls. The idea of using old
automobiles tires in this case was brilliant insofar as their effect
was twofold. The tires not only served a purpose underwater but
their absence onland removed an eyesore.
Results from the reefs proved that the construction was a
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YOUR SCHEDULE
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FOR
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MORE THAN NINE COURSES AND
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Carr Forced To Discipline
A little known fact in the
athletic department at Coastal
this fall was the indefinite
suspension of fall baseball
practice recently by Coach Larry
Carr. Although Carr has been
pleased with the team's scrimmage play, he has become very
concerned over the "total
irresponsibility" of the members of the team off the
diamond.
"Class attendance, missing
equipment, repons of a negative nature concerning offcampus activities, and a general
shakedown of the specific

objectives of the Coastal Carolina baseball team were covered
in the two lengthy meetings, u .
Carr said. "Every baseball
player is at Coastal with a
specific objective in mind, and if
total dedication does not also lie
with off-campus activities, then
we are just wasting our time.
It's as simple as that."
After meeting a list of seven
demands made by Carr, the
two-day suspension was lifted.
"A whole new attitudf emerged
and team discipline improved
dramatically, " Carr commented.

Scrimmages End
S:te e Bil,ling.6lelj /to und.6 ba..6 epa.th
---------------------------r
V

1877-78
HOME B A SKETBALL SCHEDULE
COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE

"FIGHTING CHANTICLEER."
GAME TIME -7:45 P.M.
~ u ·.

; ~· l ;) ...... . .. Mtlrris. FMC
USC-Spl.Irtanbllrg (Inu·
~o\·. :l9 . .
. , . . ~Ii'th()dist Col.
llt,(, . ., .
. .. . . .. FrancIs ~larion
Vec. 17 . .. . . . <. oUegp ot Charleston
.J an 14 .
. ..... L: 'C- Aiken
.Jan . 26 ...... " ... Pembroke .'tale
.Jan . 28 . . . ..... .. . Lana ... r College
H0MECO~lING

Feb. 6 ...... Atlantic ChristIan College
Feb. 18 .... . ... ... Limestone CoUege
r'e.b , 22 .... .. . . .. . .. . Erskine College
Feb. 25 ... .. .... ... Newberry College
Feb. 28 . . . . . . . . . . . Voorbees College
• DH-Doubleheader
Games 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.

"FIGHTING CHANTICLEERS'
GAME TIME 8:00
AWAY GAMES

Nov. 25·26 ..

Fairmont Stat.

Thtlnk"~l \' ing ToUrn,lmf'nt
. . Pembroke "'UHf'

De\. 1. . . .......
De,·. J O .... _

Lmw·stnne ('0 1
.J1m , •
. r~dndt·~ ('ullplle
.Jan . \-!
. USC · Sp& rt el"hur~
Jan 1 ~ .
. Allsll l ic Chrlst :en ('lI11 l'~f
Jan , t3 ..
. . . . \!pwhNry Collt"#!€
Jan , 30
. Voorhet:s C(lIJe~E'
Feb :.!...
. CoU~ge ot Cha s
hb. " ..
. ..... l! SC-.\ikcn
Feb. 8 .. . ..
. .. Francis Marion
Feb. 11 . . . .. . ..... . . Erskine College

Two of the lightest players on the Coastal baseball team
carried the heaviest bats for the Chants during the last of the fall
baseball scrimmages.
Senior Steve Billingsley and sophomore Tom Romano, both
weighing slightly over 150 pounds, pounded seven homers
between them during intersquad and intercolligieate scrimmage
games.
Billingsley blasted a 400 foot shot when the Chants
scrimmaged at Wingate, Billingsley's alma mater. Romano lined
a change-up curve ball over the left field fence
Junior Fred Poole produced the most RBI's on one scrimmage
getting six in with two swings of the bat - also against Wingate.
Poole's bases-loaded double hit the chalk line down the left field
line. Later in the second game he bit a three-two pitch, with two
men on and two outs, into the back side of the tennis courts.
Other good performances ~re: pitcher Brent Byer, with three
good outing,) freshman hurler Richard Sanderson, improving
after an arm injury; and third baseman Steve Smith, who also did
some mound work .
Coach Larrv Carr is looking forward to the spring season
when Coastal will paly district-six teams such as Francis
Marion, Newberry, and Erskine. The Chants will also take on
NCAA division-one teams like The Citadel, Wake Forest,
Georgia Teach Georgia Southern, and USC.

Golfers Suffer
From 'B~g Apple
Still suffering from what
Coach Tom Cooke terms "the
big apple," the Coastal golf
team is participating in the
Methodist College Tournament
at Cypress Lakes in FayetteveiJI, N.C. today and tomorrow.
Cooke expects the tournament to be the Chanticleers'
first real test of the fall
schedule. "We could have won
any of the first three tournaments," said Cooke. "We just
didn't play well."

----------------------------------------

The Chants finished sixth in
their latest tournament at Elon
in a 17-team field. In two early
outings, Coastal placed third in
both the Pinetuck and Lander
tourneys. They missed the first
place trophy by nine strokes in
both cases.
The Chanticleers will have to
come up with a better effort
against the competition at
Cypress Lakes, which will
feature North Carolina State,
and the University of North
Carolina.
In fact, Coastal will be paired
with UNC, East Carolina, and
Duke in the opening round. The
Chant golfe!'s will have to fight
off the big apple which ,
according to Cooke, "Is when
something comes slowly In the
throat and chokes you in the
end. "

m~t QI~anticlrtr

Speaking Of Sports

Soccer Is

Sat~AIKEQ~me
Sports Edftor
Have you ever wanted to know how Pele ever got started? Well
there is one person in the name of Warren Sessions who could
tell you that he didn't mean to start his soccer career out with
such a bang.
If you've noticed I've been hobbling around with a set of
crutches and my foot-leg in a cast. The accident happened Oct.
19 at practice when I followed up on a goal and went overboard
and banged up the ankle and foot area. The foot was put in a cast
which runs all the way up to the knee. I'm expecting to wear the
cast approximately a month. I hope it will be off sooner than that.
It will be at least 6 weeks to 2 months before I will be at full
capacity once again.
Since the accident, everyone is getting a bad impression on
soccer. There is no reason for this because accidents will
happen and you can get injured in any sport. Just look at all of'
the footBall injuries in high school and college. You can even get
hurt in everyday life. Why people feel this way about soccer is
really hard to say. Some people seem to think all it is a bunch of
crazy kids running around on a football field trying to kick each
other's shins in. But really it's not. Soccer is a game of skill and
fitness. Anyone who has ever played the game knows what it's
all about.

The reason soccer seems dangerous and rough is due to the
fact there is a lot of movement and body contact. The game can't
be too rough or it wouldn't be allowed to be played. There ar.e
very few soccer teams and programs in this area because of the
so-called danger involved.
Just because you hear about a guy on the soccer team goes up
to head the bal! and comes down wrong on his ankle and tears it
so bad that he ends his career totally, don't think of soccer as
being dangerous. It just happens.

Support Roundballers
The 1977-78 basketball season will take off at full speed Nov.
18 as the Coastal team takes on USC - Spartanburg in the Kimbel
Gymnasium. Coach Bergman hopes to take his team all the way
this year as the Chants last year were only able to capture
runner-up in district-six.
The Coastal team will have 13 home games. The team goes on
the road for 11 games along with the Fairmont State
Thanksgiving tournament held in Fairmont, West Virginia. Also,
Bergman hopes to be traveling to wherever the district
tournament is held.
Coach Bergman hopes for much support from the students and
facuity. Basketball season is a long one and J'!lany times the
.>',I\.. l,;e~s . ot the team depends upon the support It receives. It !)
amazing how momentum is controlled by the fans . A noisy crowd
can make or break a team. There is no excuse why a Coastal
student con't support the Chants. It doesn't cost the student a
dime so wh y wouldn't he or she want to come and give their
support?

Volleyballers' Loss Is A Win
By YVONNE JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
In the thick of action, Coastal
women's volleyball team lost to
the College of Charleston on
Oct. 26.
Coach Meade said it was
probably one of the strongest
matches they've ever battled especially since the College of
Charleston was state champion
last year and in the top four this
year. Pat Clark's and Cathy
Nance's spike shots were

outstanding.
In the first and second game
the Chants got off on the wrong
foot. There was a lot of "nip and
tuck" shots. With a match of
three out of five games the score
encded up 15,11, Charleston,
then 15-12. The heat was on in
the third game, as Charleston
piled up a total of 15-2.
"In the last match we just lost
our composure and control of
the ball, but that was the best
game. We played the best

defense at the net with no
talking going on but great
communication among the players," Meade said. She said that
they are rated as a 100 per cent
seasoned team, even though
they're losing to the champions.
Meade stated the team has a
very good chance ending up in
the tournament. because they
are in better condition than last
year. "The defense is good, and
they hit good, " explained
Meade.

Eliminate illiteracy
The Reading Academy Project or R.A.P. is conduct~n~ an
all out campaign to ehmmate
illiteracy in Horry county.
The primary target area i
Horry county. There are 4.000
illiterate and functionally illiterate people in Horry county.
This goal can never hope to be
realized without the help of the
friends and relatives of the
illiterate people. R.A.P. wishes
to enlist the aid of every South

Carolinian in helping them to
.help these people fulfill dreams
normally taken for granted by a
rpajority of the population. such
as being able to read a letter. fill
out an application or to simpl)
write their name.
Those of us who posse~s these
skills can help someone else
attain them by either asking
them to call R.A.P. 248·2816 or
by calling R.A.P. yourself and a
representative will call on the
pers ones).

Psg 5

The Reading Academ_ Pro
ject also tutors preschool children basic reading kills. Tutoring can be done in the Project's
headquarter at 4th and Mian in
Conway or by arrangement in
the student's home. There is no
charge for these ervices and
students are tutored on a one to
one basis in complete confidence.
Project director is
Anita
Beaty.

German Course Offered
By SUSAN KENNEDY
Aaodate EdItor
The spring. 1978. schedule is
now available to students. One
course that is being offered is
German 398b. This course.
taught by Dr. Alvin Hall. will be
offered on Tuesday and Thursd
at 9:30 A.M.

There is no prerequisite for
the course. The reading selections will consist of plays and
short stories by noted German
writers. such as Kafka. Hesse.
Brecht. and Mann. All selections will be read in English:
Hall said. "Last spring

German 398 was offered. This
course will cover different
readings. so those students who
took the course last spring can
still sign up for German 398b
and receive the 3 hours Gedit."
Interested students may contact Dr. Hall for further details.

CEF ponsor
Tournament
The Coastal Educational Foundation. Inc. i spon ring the
of what hopefully will be an annual event entitled THE
COASTAL EDUCA no AL FOU DAno . I C. OPE GOLF
TOUR AME T. The tournament will take place at Mynle
Beach ationa1 Golf Oub and entry fees ($25 per person or
5100.00 per foursome) will include green fee and cart . It i
expected that due to the limited number of opening (32
four me) the starting time will cIo out rapidl .
If ou are intere ted in pia ing in thi tournament. please
contact Anne Marie Himmel bach at the earli t po ible
moment to a ure yourself of a starting time.
All contribution are, of course. to: deductible.
There will be prize for 10 net. 10 g~os indi idual. 10 net
and low gro s team. longest drive. close t to the hoI and h Ie
inone awarded immediately folJowing the tournament.
Time - 1]:30 a.m.
Place - M rtle Beach ational G If Club
Date - ovember 9, 1977
Shot Gun Start - Calloway System Handicap

In The Beginning By RICHARD H. PETERSON
SpecIal To The Chanticleer

The growth of Coastal Carolina College from a one building
campus of a two year Liberal Arts college to an accredited four
vear Liberal Arts college offering degrees in twenty-one areas
has been an achievement in college-community cooperation.
The present campus of Coastal Carolina Colleg~ had its
beginning in the fall of 1963 with the completion of the
Administration Building. which consisted of eight classrooms.
three laboratories. thriteen offices for faculty. three
administration offices. a conference room, and a library with a
capacity of 12.000 volumes.
By 1967 with the growth in FTE's (full-time equilavent
students). the need arose for additional classrooms.
administrative office space. and a larger library. An addition was
con trueted during 1968 on the Administration Building which
more than doubled the space a ailable for the library and added
four classrooms and a faculty lounge.
The growth of Coa tal Carolina continued. cau ing a need for
space to house student acti itie . a caeteria. a book tore. and
offices ofthe Dean of Student Affair. In the fall of 1966. a 10.000
square feet Student Union Building was occupied. which in
addition to furnishing pace for the above mentioned activitie .
included a 156 eat lecture hall-theatre. TV lounge. and a mall
eminar room.
Athletic acti itie were hindered during the e 'ears of growth.
.0 in 1972. a 3.000
eat intercollegiate basketball court
gymna ium wa constructed. This building. named the William
Brice Builc1ing. house the Kimbel Gymnasium and provided five
classroom . two laboatorie . and eight faculty ottlce .
Parking fa ilities had been provided be ide the Admini tration
~uilding. and around the hor eshoe which connected thC'
Administration Building and the Student Union with the tate
highway. Parking was also permitted along the acce road to
the Williams Brice Building.
]n the fall of 1973 Coastal Carolina became a three year
institution because the number of FTE's for the 1971-72
academic year exceeded the State requirement for expansion to a
three year college. All classrooms and faculty offices were
overcrowded. Two temporary buildings kbuildings provided four
classrooms. and three mobile homes provide fifteen facult
offices.

To alleviate thE' above condition the Academic Building was
completed and occupied in the fall of 1974. This building
provided fourteen classrooms. two seminar rooms, a typing
laborat ry. a media center, three administrative office
complexes. and twent -six faculty office. A parking Jot wa
ronstructed behind this building.
Coastal Carolina expanded into a four year oollege in the fan of
1974. The library was inadequate and overcrowded; the Student
Union lacked sufficient space for the increased student activitie
as will as for the increased student bod; the shortage of
classroom • laboratories, administrative and faculty office wa
acute. even with the occupancy of the new Academic Building.
Planning for a new Iibrar building and a new Student Union
began.
In the fall of 1976. a temporary building wa erected to hou
store pa 10 th Student Uni n i n
the boo t reo The b
cupied b an admini trati e office and tUd:nt ac:ti i~ie
There \ er t" 0 additi nal parking I t added dunng hI time,
on n ar the William Sri e Building. the othpr. an expan ion
f th Acad mi Building lot.
Thi fall. 1
. the Kimbel Librar
building ha a apacit , of 120.000
pa e i n t needed b ' the librar . a
50.000 volume t be hou . On a tern rary ba i spa
.
been provid d fi r eight cia room. an Engh h laboratory Ith
Ii . tening fa i1itie
tor t reign language. a P chol
nd fI r .
Laborat r . and t'\\ent -fi e fa ult. office on t
At th pre ent ttm . the ph leal plant 01 Coastal Caronna
C liege con i t offi e oermanent comple . e and . i t mpor~f)
building "ith thirt -thre cia rooms havlO eatm.g capaCttJ
var. ing from twenty to fift
ation, ten laboratone. e en~'
fa ultv ffice. (went -three admmi rati e office, a media
center. lecture hall. cafeteria. game room. TV I unge, a~d
parking ~ r ab ut 400 automobile. The e facilitie are ~ti1ize~ 10
addition to the day chool activitie . b an expandlOg mght
choo1 pre end' offering thrity-se en cour es leading to a
degree of Bachelor of General Busine
and a Ma ter of
E ucation. inter ollegillte and communit albleti ,commUl. 'f_
\\' rkshops. and other communit organizational activitie .
On October 12. 1977. bid were opened for the construction of

Jazz roup
Perform
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Midwife Now At Coastal
By LORNA GENTRY
Staff Reporter
New to the nu;:sing d~partment at Coastal is Marjorie Wells.
wife of Dr. Randal Wells. professor of English.
Wells was
an undergraduate at the University of Wyoming where she
received a B.S. in nursing. She sorked for her master of Science
dt:gree at the University of Colorado. Forging on to the
University of Mississippi she earned a certificate of nurse
mirwiferv .
'Wens has delivered 450 babies "Nurse Midwifery," sa s she.
"is the management of mothers throughout normal pregnancy,
labor. and deliycry. After the babies are born. a nurse midwife
helps with ~ontraception and care for both mother and child.
Dr. and . Ms. Wells have one child of their own. a daughter
named Andrea who is a year old. "We're thoroughly delighted
with her," says
. Wells. "and plan to have another child."
Although she has only been at Coastal since September.
Wells likes the school and thinks tht the nursing program is very
good. She taught upper. c1a .. smen nursing students for three
years at Chapel Hill. Since she IS teaching fu-ndamentals of
nursing this semester. she is working with beginning studetns.
"It·s fun to be among students," she confides. "It offers a
variety of people other than medical people."
Wells works at the Conway Hospital for clinical
experience affiliated with the course. She is helping with a
postpartum clinic at the health department in Conway. When
asked about her opinions on natural childbirth and the Laborda
Method of delivery. she says. "I think it's up to the individual. It
depends upon what the mother and father feel is best."
to

•
Students participate In alumni goff tournament. [Photo by DoU8 SmJtb]

ACES Wins Prize
By virtue of contributing th(
most man-hours- during the
recent library move, the
Associatbn of Coastal Education Students (ACES) was
awarded a S50 prize.
"The members did all the
work, " stated club president
Danny Wilson. "They are now
getting some of the recognition
they deserve."

•

Another major project of
ACES is in the student lounge
located on the second floor of
the Academic Building. ACES
provides coffee, chocolate or tea
for 15c per cup, or any student
or faculty member can pay 52.00
per month and be a member of
the Coffee Club. Any ACES
member is entitled to all the
coffee, chocolate, or tea that he

desires. Dues are payable to
Danny Wilson, Libby Brown, or
Pat Taylor, The money will be
used to replenish supplies. The
lounge is open to all Coastal
people from the hours of 8 AM
to 5 PM.
ACES also plans tc work 'with
the area high school education
clubs by assisting them in
various ways with their projects

and activities. Also. ACES will
soon conduct a book sale.
Anyone desiring to contribute
b'ooks can take them to AC 203.
Donations witl be appreciated.
ACES plans to sponsor some
Important speakers in the near
future. TIle speakers selected
will speak on topics of interest to
the total Coastal community.
Announcements of the :)peakers
will be given soon.

Did You Know?

By LORNA GENTRY
Staff Reporter
Much of the student body is
probably unaware of the fact
that for three years there has
been a · Supreme Court at
Coastal. This court consists of
three faculty members 'Richard
Dame, Jane Robison, and Jim
Rex) and three students. If a
violation of the student code of
conduct and the school rules has
occurred, ,and{ students, faculty
and administration · believe

action should be taken, the case
is then brought to the Supreme
Court.
Sor far only one case has been
heard. A couple of years ago
three students tried to coerce a
librarian to unlock a faculty
·member's office so they could
see an exam. Their plan failed
when the librarian refused and
reported the incident. The
students were reprimanded,
and a letter recording the trial

was placed in their respective
files.
"The biggest problem we
have this year," says Dr. Dame,
"is that we don't have someone
in student affairs for students
and faculty members with
possible cases to go to. " Before
Dr. Lackey resigned his office in
student affairs. he acted as a
filter and decided if a problem
should be taken to court. Most
problems, however. are settled

out of court.
"I like the idea of having a
court," admits Dame. "I
thought it would be interesting
but so far very little has
happened. If Coastal had
dormitories then we would have
a lot more problems. As it is, all
the students go home after
classes ..•
The first week in November a
case of cheating will go up
before the cou rt.

Coastal Has A Unique Education Department

Upstage Is Busy
The Upstage Company of Other Strangers."
This year the children's play
Coastal Carolina will present a
variety of exciting plays this will be a collection of stories
year. For those who enjoy from the "Uncle Remus" tales.
theater. the compnay will There will be four performances
provide excellent opportunities . at elementary schools andone
for
Coastal
to witness a collection of performance
interesting plays. Upstage also students. Auditions will be Nov.
presents an opportunity to 6 from 2 PM till 6 PM. Everyone
become actively involved in the is invited to come.
The "Rhimers of Edderihtd."
theater arts.
A scene from .. Lovers and a southwestern melodrama, will
Other_Strangers" is going to be be produced in February. The
)3rodLlced Monday. Nov. 7. in auditions will he in December.
UpStage's big spring producthe Lecture Hall at 12:30. It will
also be presented at 7:30 for the tion wilt be "Two Gentlemen of
Coastal Carolina Educational Verona." a musical comedy
Foundation. Preston McLaurin. based
on
Shakespeare's
Ann Marie Himmelsbach, Rob comedy. The auditions will be
Vachon. and Beckah Worrel held in February and the play
have been cast for "Lovers and will be presented in April.

On

Coastal's program in the division of teacher education has
student with the role of teacher. The student learns through
campus and public school observation and in actually taking part
been in effect four years and has proven itself to be quite
in the· teaching process on three different levels. These are in
successful. according to Dr. James Rex. chairperson. He said
early childhood education, intermediate and secondary levels.
that it is the only one of its kind in the state of South Carolina.
The program is team tought, field based and competency based. ~
Block II is "The Junior Professional Block." This includes
The field based teaching program works through the Coastal
large and small group instruction in basic concepts of physical.
Teaching Center Network. It is now working with the South
emotional, social and physical development of individuals of
Carolina Teaching Center Network. helping to write a federal
various ages. Learning theories are applied to classroom
program for money spent on education. The Coastal Network
situations.
helped start this program, and Dr. Rex is chaiper.son of the
"Senior Professional Education Block I" is the next phase of
group.
the program. The student assumes the roles and tasks of a
In starting the local network, Coastal went to all the school
teacher within closely supervised and supportive settings. All of
boards within a fifteen mile radius for recommendations and
this is video-taped both on and off campus and is very helpful to
finally selected the schools at the Myrtle Beach Air Base,
the student in self criticism as well as the constructive criticism
Conway High School. South Conway. Waccamaw, Kingston and
of the student's teachers and peers.
Woodland Park. The center has an advisory council which meets
"Senior Professional Block II" is the last phase of the
every month.
program. This plan concentrates on actual teaching in the
There are four teaching blocks at Coastal.
participating schools and a concentrated internship both on and
Block 1 is "Careers in Education." This familiarizes the
off campus.

BYD~ANE!L

•
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Staff Reporter
The Association for College Unions International recently held
a conference at USC in Columbia. ACUI is an organization of
campus unions throughout America and all over the world. This
conference centered around programming activities for region
five. drawing campus union representatives from colleges in the
Carolinas. Virginia. Kentucky, and Tennessee.
"Open Your Mind" was the theme of the conference. and in
all 44 workshops that held over the four-day conference stressed
some of the basic organizational problems such as. publicity and
promotion. time utilization, funding. programming for foreign
exchange students. getting the most out of programming.
goal-setting. recruiting. motivating, managing. and union
volunteers.
While attending this conference. Simon Spain was appointed
sub-regional representative from region five. which means that
he will be on the steering committee for next year's conference.

Dissention Upsets Cheerleaders
By TIM MEACHAM
EdJtor
The Coastal cheerleaders were chosen last month. Underneath
the surface is a story of petty quarrels. internal struggles, and
ambiguity about the qualifications for becoming a cheerleader.
According to several cheerleaders (who prefer thir names not
be mentioned) their advisor, Dr. Betsy Puskar, resigned because
of different viewpoints on the academic qualifications of
cheerleaders. One cheerleader stated, :'Sbe (Puskar)
implemented a 2.0 regulation, and we really thouhgt it was too
high - much higher than that for basketball players. We feel the
cheerleaders have been given a raw deal. As of right no, we
don't have anything lnat resembles an advisor. Dr. Puskar has
st eped down."

Puskar. who stepped down prior to tryouts said, "The reason
I'm no longer advisor is that 1 think certain leaders of this :>chool
should have a decent grade point average. They (the
cheerleaders) were upset. Maybe this is something for the
Student Government Association to decide."
The Chanticleer asked AI Poston, student activities director;
his opinion ofthe situation. Poston replied. ,"I thi~k Dr. Puskar
has taken all of the blame for something that is not entirely her
fault. The only important thing is that we do have some
cheerleaders now. I'm only upset that it was a frustrating
situation." Poston did, however, lower the 2.0 requirement. "I
changed to 2.0 requirement so that everything would be
unified," said Poston, "but .. .1 do not think personally that 2.0 is
exceptionally high. Still. other eJected officers only have to be

r

clear of academic probation."
On top of the advisory problem. is a constitutional problem. As
a matter of fact. cheerleaders are not sure whether they have a
constitution or not. Some say they do. "According to the
constitution," said one cheerleader, "we were supposed to have
spring tryouts. This was specified in the constitution." Poston
said. "There is no really definite cOnstitution for the
cheerleaders." Puskar agreed, saying, "There is. but really
there isn't."
There also appears to be racial squabbles. There are seven
black cheerlaeders and two white cheerleaders. Still, most of
those immediately involved with the selection process say the
process was fair. "Three judges were black and three were
white,' said Poston. "and the process was clean."

!.
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Students Return
From Atlanta
Is.

It

By HELEN HAWES
Staff Reporter
Administtators and students have recently returned from a
five-day trip to Atlanta where they met with top executives of
companies there. These people were all involved in the fourth
annual Coastal Carolina Atlanta Field Study which was originally
developed by Colonel W,lliam Baxley. director of development at
Coastal.
!3axley stated. "This field study is a unique opportunity for
business majors at Coastal to become familiar with the inner
workings of major corporations, such as The Federal Reserve
Bank, Delta Airlines. Lockheed-Georgia and Rice's Department
Store. We also come in contact with the greater Atlanta Chamber
of Commerce. C&S Bank of Georgia. Mayor Jackson. his staff.
and The Coca-Cola Company. The Coca-Cola Company gave the
group an award which was dedicated to Coastal."
The group listened to speakers from each business and were
invited to ask questions. The fact that Lockheed was expecting
an imminent strike added to the educational value of the trip.
The mediator for the strike spoke to the group, giving 'them
insight into the problems that occur in the busin.ess world ..
Along with Baxley and the students from Badm 477. observers
-joined the group. Faculty observers included Dr. Gerald Boyles
and Dr. Darcy Carr. (both associate professors of business
administration> and Will Garland, assistant professor of business
Colonel Buley [Center] receive.
administration. Other observers included: Stan Gibson. vice
president of C&S Bank. and Ron Jones. in charge of Perry Parks.
Dr. Singleton joined the group for one day to participate in the"
meetings.
Students were very well prepared for the trip. They were
required to give a pre-trip oral report. They split into groups of
three and did an in-depth study on a given business. They
presented their findings to the whole class so that everyone was
By TOM HICKEY
"Taxi" to the baritone voice in
well informed of the history of each business. After the trip.
Special To The Chanticleer
.. Mr. Tanner."
students are required to give a post-trip oral and written report.
The oral report must be presented in a professional manner. as
Last Sunday. Oct. 2J in Avery
The show lasted approximatethough the students were speaking to a board of directors. The Fischer Hall. N.Y .• the master Iy 2% hours with a 10 minute
written report must also be formal. and 30-40 pages in length. of short stories returned to his intermission. The first ha1f
Copies of these reports are then sent to the businesses visited home town for two concerts at consisted of a few songs from
show executives not only what students have learned from them. the New York Philharmonic. the "On the Road to Kingdom
album
inc1uding'
but also to provide outsiders a view of the business world.
Harry Chapin had returned with Come"
Paul Braunbeck. a student from the group. was very pleased his band on their "Dan- e Band "Corey's Coming" and "If My
with the trip. "Instead of studying ficticious entities. we were on the Titanic" tour. To say the Mary Were Here." Harry then
played a song about a small
able to see the inner workings of the real business world." he least. Harry was exceptional.
said. Braunbeck was also impressed by his fellow students. He
For those who do not know town deaner form the Midwest,
said that students gave the speakers a very good response. He the band. Harry is backed up by "Mr. Tanner." much to the
added that he was surprised by the "unity of the group." Even five pieces. a piano lead and delight of the 5,000 Chapin fans
after business hours. the students stayed together not only to bass guitar, drums, and a cello. on hand, which highlighted part
enjoy themselves. but also to discuss the days' events.
.John WaJlace plays bass and his one. Part two began with "the
To make thic; trip a reality for business students. Baxley put in voice reaches five octaves; from " most famous cab driver in
Y" Harry singing "Taxi."
long hours of hard work. He began making arrangements for the a high pitching rendering in
Oct. trip in mid-July. About a month before the actual departure
date. Baxley made the trip himself to make sure everything
would run smoothly. Students surprised Baxley by giving him a
plaque in appreciation of his hard work.
While the group was in Atlanta. they were featured on an
JAMIE HAllDWiCK
evening news program. Baxley was interviewed. and students
Staff Reporter
were shown visiting the mayor's office.
Baxley said this was the most successful trip to date. He
There is a magazine. which
stated. "It was not only because of the activities. but also
few students know about, at
because of the students. It was a great group."
Coastal. This magazine is the
By TERRY HAllDWiCK
.. Archarios" with advisor Dr.
Staff Reporter
Weels
and editor Jim Binder.
The Miss Coastal Carolina
Contest will be held Nov. 22 at Though it is known as a literary
the Myrtle Beach Convention magazine. the advisor. editor,
and the staff like to thin of it as
Center at 7:30 P.M.
The theme of the pageant is a creative magazine, because it
"A Star is Born"set against a contains more than short stories
and essays. Wells explained
Hollywood scene.
The reigning queen. Miss that not only does the Archario.
Jancie MacDonald, presently at contair. literature, but it also has
the University of South Carolina art. The art comes in the form of
will crown the new Miss Coastal sketches. drawings. and photoCarolina 1978. Lance Drake of graphs done by students at

a ani after baI__ trip.

Concert Review

Chapin Concert Exceptio

Contest To
BeHeld

WTGR radio station in Mynle
Beach will be the emcee.
There will be five judges.
Contestants will be judged on
their poise, talent. appearance.
Judges will also have a personal
interview with. each contestant.
From the 5 finalist, Miss
Coastal, first and second' place
winners will be selectee. There
will also be an award for the
best talent. Thl
year the
pageant is being sponsored by
the Campus Unio!). It is being
produced by the Special Events
Dr. Squatrlglla [DeaD of Studenu] reading The Chaatldeer durlDa • committee with Debbie Lee
coordinator and chail1)erson.
recent visit.
[Photo by Doug SlIlIth]
I

~------~~~~~~

Archario

The Philharmonic became alive.
and Harry kept it going with "6
String Orchestra, .. "Mismatch ,. and "W .O.l.D.··
The show was to end with
"Sniper." but before Harry
could get it in, the fans
screamed for •• A Better Place
To Be." which is said b many
to be his best. Harry replied.
"Oh, What the Hell," and
started out his famou story
about the little watchman from
Watertown, .Y. " the girl he
pick up, and the fat waitre
from the
who hears the story
watchman. Harry then thre in
"Mail Order Annie" before

l

"Sniper." Finally. Harry jumped off the stag ,ran to the rear,
and igned autographs tilt th ...
lastperson had left.
Harry
Throughout the sho
petitioned everyone to get
involved in hi fight
world hunger. Eve
cent 0
profit from the ho ,mc1udm
and hirt • was donated t
World Hun er. A petItion
11
be sent to the President t
involved b
Harry and
follower . An one h
to become mv lved
project i m tructed to
orld Hunger, C/O
Fifth A e.,

eed
Coastal. Though no song have
been submitted to date the too,
would be appreciated.
Usually the Archarios I not
very long, due to the fact that
there is not enough participation. Although the magazine i
mainl for the students, the do
not have to take part in its
entirety. decause the Archario
L funded by the student,
f~"'u1ty, and the studentunion
supporters feel efforts will be e ery
wasted un ess the students of publi ation
Coastal will share their art and
literature with the magazine.
The Archarios invite students
and non-students to submit
material to them.

Greehouse Funded
By ROBERT GOOTMAN
Stafflleporter

An day now Coastal will be
recieving another new building
on campus - a greenhouse. This
botanical addition to the college
was was made possible by
private funding.
The greenhouse is mainly for
use by the biology departn.ent.
Controlled environment within
the structure will yield the fresh

material greatl needed in throu h the ceiling. Th d rt
biolo y labs. Also the growth of fl r technique jll be u d r
exotic plants and orchids will be hi h humidit· control."
attempted.
In addi ion t th
The biology department descnbed the "hothouse" a
being "nicel equipped, in ar
a
it will contain all the
equipment nece sary for maintaining the proper climate.
There will be heating, ventilation device. and solar heat
deflectors to protect th greenery from light magnifi d
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Faculty
Donates

Looking At ,
Coastal News

By HELEN HAWES
Staff Reporter

Colonel William Baxley,
director of development for
Coastal, is winding up a fund
INTERNATIONAL DAY'DEC. 2.••
raisng campaign for the Coastal
Educational Foundation, The
Friday. Dec. 2. has been declared International Day at
United Way of Horry County,
Coastal. The International Club has planned a covered dish
and The USC Educational
dinner somposed of international foods for that evening. Also.
Foundation.
plans are being made to show a foreign film that afternoon.
'The three separate funds
The
Cheerleaders
have
been
chosen.
Pictured
above
are
[Left
to
Rlght1
Doris
McCray,
Robert
Ann
Details
will be announced at a later date. Interested persons may
were grouped together so that
people would have to give only Johnson, Fredricka BeDamy, John Wnson, Ruby Gregg, and Angela Chestnut. Not pictured are Darle . contact Dr. Saxena. Dr. Gujer. Dr. Eberwein. lisa Berry. or
Susan Kennedy.
once. Only faculty and staff. Stevens and MlcheUe Avant. [Phot by Doug Smith]
were asked to donate, and they ...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
WORKSHOP TO BE HELD •..••

Cheerleaders Chosen

~~:.togivetoanyorallofthe

To date, S500 has been
collected for USC, while S1100
each has been donated for
Coastal and The United Way.

By TIM MEACHAM
Editor
[Edltllrs Note: A related story Is on page 6.]
The cheerleaders for the 1977-78 academic year have been
~nnounccd. They ar~: Michelle Avant, Fredericka Bellamv.
Angela Chesnut, Ruby Gregg. Robert Ann Johnson. Do;is
McCray. Darlene Stevens. Ernest Vereen, and John Wilson, Jr.
The judges were two students, two faculty members. and two
community members. The field originally began with 18 but
dwindled to 12 on the actual days of the tryouts.

Buffo To
Appear

,

By TERRY HARDWICK
Staff Reporter
"Buffo" will soon be appearing at Coastal. Howard Butten
as "Buffo" performs a ' mime
clown act. "Buffo combines
pantomine, story telling and his
own musical talent with the
outcome of an unusual performance," said Simon Spain.
t:ampus VOIon coordinator.
Butten is more than just a
clown. In ac41ition to performing. Butten has published
articles in a variety of magazines and has published two
novels. Butten is also accomplIsnea on seven musical
instruments and speaks four
• languages. Formerly~ Butten
taught theatrics at Wayne State
University.
The Campus Union is sponsoring this event to be held in the
Lecture Hall at 12:30 P.M. on
Nov. 17. There will be no
admission charged, and it is
open to all Coastal students.
Spain would like all students to
come and enjoy this brief
"release from reality" with
Buffo.

MilIus Publishes Book
By RANDALL A. WELLS
Speclal To The Chaatleleer

(Review of A Contemplative
GuIde to the Graad
StnDd, by Donald Millus. The
Sandlapper Store, Inc., 1917.
110 pp. S2.95)
Anglers can enjoy the fishing
and eat and fish, too; now they
can enjoy reading about the
sport as it is pursued on South
Carolina's Grand Strand, from
Little River to Georgetown. A
CoDtemDlatlve Fllhtna Galcle to
the Graad Strucl, by Donald
Milius, offers not only practical
information about what, when,
where, and how; but it offers
pleasure with its accounts of
fishing experiences in very
different times and places: the
deep sea, the surf, the pier, the
inlet, the river.
The book has broad appeal.
"Experienced fanatics" - the
author's term for those who
should risk night wading - will
find ~timulation in the arrnllftt"
of rigorous fishing, while
'''more sensible souls" - the
author's phrase for those not
accompanying him on the pier
OOPS •••
The Chanticleer would Uke to one January night - will stay
apIogize for a few mistakes pleasantly insulated from the
made In our Issue dated Oct. 20. real thing by more than long
1977. In the article entitled
"Newcomers Like It Here" Dr.
Raymond Curtis dld not serve In
the navy, rather Dr. Curtl8
.,,",....1 In th ... merchant marine8
By DONNA EDGE
during _World War Two. Also In
Staff Reporter
Five members of the Baptist
the article entltled "Unlon
Attends NECAA" Debbie Lee, Student Union of Coastal and
Campus Union member, was their advisor, Dr. Ronald
also in attendance. We apolo- Lackey, attended a state Baptist
gize for our mistakes and Student Union convention in
appreciate those of you who call Spartanburg on Oct. 14 • 16.
"Drawn Together By God's
our attention to this. .
our motto - "Practlce Makes Love" was the overall theme for
the weekend seminars on more
Perfect!"
Thank You
specific subjects on Friday and
Edlton
;:)aturday. A poetess from South
...._ _ _ _
1'beIiiiiliio...
Chan
___
tl.d.ee_r_ _ _04 Carolina. Grace Freeman, read

y------------.. .

OOps!'

FI.......

underwear.
The book progresses through
the four seasons, with a number
of short chapters devoted to
each season's possiblilities.
Each chapter is enhanced by
high-quality photographs and
ends with "Fishing Guie1in~s,"
a summary of practical information. The Guide also furnishes
several practical appendices and
includes a map of the Grand
Strand piers.
Technical details abound in
the Guide. For example:
Amberjack, Seriola dumerili and
Seriola rivoliana, may be over
100 pounds in size and they like
our reefs and wrecks." And the
"contemplative" aspect of the
book?
The seasonal format itself
emphasizes the author's appreciation of nature's annual
rhythms on the Strand. Like all
fishermen, Millus challenges
nature, as when he goes armed
with a" dark (gold and black)
Mirrolure plug on one rod. a
flourescent (red headed with
white body and black spots) TT
11 Mirrorlure on the other rod";
yet he also takes more than fish
from the outdoors, again like all
anglers, who will respond to a
passage like the following:

A resume writing and interview workshop will be conducted
Nov. 8 and 10 from 12:30 - 1:30 in the Student Union Building
conference room. Interested students may register in the
financial aid office.
BLOOD DRIVE SCHEDUALED NOV. 16.•.•.
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring a blood drive on Nov. 16. It
will be held in the Lecture Hal~ from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. A goal of

120 pints has been set. Everyone (faculty and students) are
. urged to roll up their sleeves and give blood.

EMILY DICKINSON POEMS TO BE PRESENTED ••.•.
Everyone is invited to attend a poetry/musical presentation. It
will be Nov. 14 at 5:30
in the Lecture Hall. It is being
presented by the English 287 class (American Literature) under
thc direction of Joyce Parker. ·

"Once the angler gets his eyes
adjusted to the pale light of the
stars and the reflections from
distant lights, he finds al1 his
SUW TO HAVE uCHOWDER DAy" •••••
senses take on a surprising
acuteness. A ripple, a splash,
The Society of the Undersea World wilt be having a "fish fry the touch of a fish or the bottom chowder day" Nov. 8 and 9. The club believes that fish and clam
on a iure - ail are sensed more chowder should provide an appetiZing change from the usual
quickly by the lone angler "landlubber" cuisine. The time for the event will be posted on
standing knee deep in the tidal the marquee.
water and casting a lure into the
darkness. "
His preface and concluding ATtENTION: MEN'S INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL•••••
chapter lend a philosophical
framework to' the book. In them
Those men interested in intramural basketball must sign up
Milius waxes quite earnest for teams by Nov. 5. The teams will meet in the gym on Nov. 8 at
about the short-sighted use of 2 p.m. to discuss the rules and the times for the games.
coastal waters. "These essays,"
he writes, "are my small fribute
to what is here. They are also
Continued from Page 1
the ground of my hope that it
may be preserved through yet
anOTher hundred years."
A Contemplative Fishing
Guide is available for 52.95 plus
50c per copy (Orders for 5 or
more postpaid) from The Sandlapper Store Inc .. P.O. Box 841.
Lexington. S.c. 29072.
(Randall A. Wells lectures
onlfterature and writing at
Coastal Carolina College and as
a free lance writer frequently
comments on the low-country
scene.]

BSUAttends Convention
some of her work to the Lackey.
students, and a "Chalk Talk," a
The students who attended
story drawn and told at the same were Debbie Yarborough; prestime. was done .
ident, Kevin Skipper, Libby
Some comments made by Bown, Robin Adams, and
those who attended were: "It Cheryl Godbold.
was fantastic." "It's good to see
The Baptist Student Union
God moving in the colleges presently meets on Monday and
of South Carolina." "My main Wednesday at 11 :30 in room 232
feeling is that the experience in the new library building and
helped to generate a deep sense on Tuesday dn Thursday at
of
fellowship
between 12:15 in room 239 in the same
Christians both on this campus building. Membership is not
and at other colleges," added restricted to Baptists.

CAR Needs
Participation

Those who do not participate will end up wtth the dregs. All
the best times will already be filled. A course that is only offerd
in one section will probably be filled.
The schedules and bills should be paid by Dec. 22 in order to
ease the burden on the treasurer. Students will have until 5 P.M.
and Jan. ;. " ny that are received after 5 P.M. will be void. and
that <:''b-~' ~nt will have to participate in regualr registration.
,. ~\ the CAR system. the school can quickly learn which
sel?tons have filled and whether there is a demand for more
sections to be opened. If it is learned that certain courses have no
demand. then adjustments can be made.
After all adjustments have been made on a student's schedule.
it is run through the computer again for a final check. Then it is
returned to the student.
If the student accepts his or her schedule. he can tum it in to
Cheryl Kennedy. CAR system coordinator for Coastal.
Kennedy is responsible for checking the forms and seeing that
they get to Columbia. They are fed into the computer system at
U.S.c. in Columbia.
. 'The success of the program will hinge on three things:
coordination. cooperation and participation.' Meyers said.
"We are excited about the CAR system. It will alleviate the
long lines (and the scheduling problems) of the past," Kennedy
said.

